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Tailboard Topic: Ergonomics
This Tailboard covers what ergonomics is, why
construction workers need to talk about it and what
the risk factors are for developing a health problem
and how to prevent these problems.

Before the Tailboard
1. Read through this Tailboard guide
2. Walk the job site to find ergonimic examples. If
possible, take photos of “safe” and “unsafe”
examples at the site to be used during the
Tailboard
3. If possible, print, cut out and staple together
training cards to hand out to the crew during your
Tailboard (See next page)
4. Write down discussion questions to ask the crew.

Learning Goals
After discussing this training topic, workers will have
gained a general understanding of :
• Ergonomics
• Muscoskeletal Disorders – MSDs
• Phases of MSDs and the importance of using
ergonomic solutions
• Injury hazards that may cause MSDs

Talking Points
What is ergonomics?
Ergonomics is the way you use your body to work and fitting
the job or task to you to reduce your risk of injury. These
MSDs develop slowly over time and occur in the soft tissues
in your body like the nerves, tendons, ligaments and joints.
Examples of these injuries include ; lower back strain, carpal
tunnel, and tendonitis.
Why should we talk about ergonomics in construction ?
Ergonomics can help to protect your body from injuries.
Using ergonomics during work activities makes the work
easier on your body and often helps you find ways to do your
work more efficiently.
What are the risks of MSDs?
Unlike injuries from falls, electrocution, or other serious
hazards, MSDs don’t seem very serious when they first show
up. They start with minor discomfort in the early stages.
These symptoms go away after a short break or at night
when you don’t work. But returning to the same activity the
next day brings back the symptoms. Your body can recover
between these episodes of intense activity in the earlier
stages when the symptoms are mild or moderate but
eventually, your body won’t be able to recover to normal.
Recognizing the problems in work tasks that cause these
symptoms is the first step to eliminating them.
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One of the 5 ergonomic hazards performed over a long time
can cause a problem, but activities with more than one hazard
can increase physical discomfort even more.
What can you do to prevent MSDs?
What are the risks of MSDs?
First you must recognize the hazards in your work tasks.
There are 5 common ergonomic hazards that may occur in work
• Think about tasks that are uncomfortable or difficult to
activities :
perform.
1. Repetition - involves doing the same task repeatedly
• Try solutions (work technique, tools or equipment) to
that uses the same muscles over and over
make the task easier to perform.
2. High force - using high muscle power during activities
• Share your ideas and ask others for ideas.
such as heavy lifting, pushing items or gripping tools
3. Awkward postures - working with your body held in a
* Note to the trainer: the table below provides examples of
poor position for a long time
several tasks, hazards, and solutions. If you have time, you can
4. Contact stress - when pressure from an object is
share them with the group. You may also post them for others
pushed on the soft body tissues (i.e. tool handle)
to look at after the presentation.
5. Hand-arm vibration - vibration that enters the body
from a power tools or equipment.

Training Cards

Sign off
Make sure you document that this tailboard topic was discussed (reference this safety newsletter issue) and have all
workers sign to show they attended this tailboard discussion.
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Ladder Safety
Ladders can be used safely if they are given the respect they deserve. If you require assistance in setting up a ladder, ask your
Chargehand, or an experienced worker for help. Prior to using any ladder, make sure that is the right ladder for the job and that
is in good condition (complete a pre-use inspection in SiteDocs for the type of ladder you are using). Remember to always use the
hierarchy of controls; Elimination (avoid working at heights whenever possible), substitution (use of mobile equipment,
scaffolding, swing stage), engineering controls (platform/ caged ladders), administrative controls (training, safe work practices),
PPE.
Fall injuries are a major source of injury in BC, both at home and at work. Most of these falls could be avoided with the
application of some simple ladder safety work procedures. Even falling from less than 6 feet can lead to spinal and head injuries.
The reaction time of an average person is 0.7 seconds—in that time you will fall 4 feet. A person weighing 160 pounds falling 8
feet will hit after 1.4 seconds with 7200 pounds of force. Many serious injuries occur from falls from improvised devices such as
office chairs, and plastic pails. Taking a few moments to review the items below could prevent you from having to deal with the
life changing consequences of a fall.
Key Points to Understand
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

Fall prevention from a ladder is in the evaluation of the
task, knowing the length and location of it and what
materials and tools will be required to complete the
task
Know what hazards are present that need to be
addressed
Select the size and type of appropriate equipment that
will meet the above requirements, step ladder (Aframe), extension ladder, platform ladder, etc.
Appropriate PPE such as fall protection harness
lanyards and anchors, high vis apparel, footwear as well
as barricade tape and traffic control equipment
Inspect the equipment you select to ensure it has the
required rating and is in safe condition
When placing a step ladder test its stability to ensure it
is secure (4-point contact of feet with ground surface)
Test extension ladder, stability to ensure it does not
rock (4-point contact two feet on ground surface two
beams on building surface or roof). Ensure it extends a
minimum of one meter past the surface to access,
secure the ladder at base
When climbing or working off any ladder use a 3-point
contact method, always having at least one hand two
feet or two hands and one foot contacting the rungs of
the ladder
If you cannot maintain 3-point contact, put on a fall
protection harness and tie off to a suitable anchor, to
give you protection from falling.
To prevent overreaching when working off a ladder
always keep your center of gravity between the beams
of the ladder (keep your belly button inside the beams!)
Only one person on a ladder at a time (unless the
manufacturer says it is safe to do so).

Safety System Requirements
•

•

•

•

Ensure that workers receive the necessary training,
mentoring and supervision to use site specific ladder,
scaffolding, and fall protection equipment safely. (see
OHSR part 13.2- 13.6 for more information)
Ensure that hoisting systems are available to move
materials and tools to work areas as carrying them up
the ladder will compromise 3- point contact
requirements
Assess the work area for site hazards such as, ground
conditions, lighting, electrical hazards, mechanical,
mobile equipment or pedestrian traffic (doors opening
onto ladder), changing weather if outdoors, snow, rain,
etc.
Ensure that ladders on site are inspected regularly using
Mott’s pre-use inspection form (before each shift) to
ensure they meet site load ratings, are in good working
condition, are the type required for work being carried
out, and are tagged out and removed from service if
damaged.

Preventative Next Steps
•
•

•

•

Ladders are designed for temporary access only, if
regular access is required, install stairs or fixed ladders
and guardrails
Consider special tools such as extendable poles for
changing light bulbs, chains that allow opening or
closing of valves from ground level, or relocating control
devices to ground level to eliminate ladder usage for
these tasks
Consider the rental or purchase of mobile aerial lifts
such as scissor or boom lifts when projects will require
extensive working at heights
Ensure fall protection requirements are addressed early
in the planning stage of projects prior to budgeting.
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National Day of Mourning
April 28, 2021 was the National Day of Mourning. On this day, workplaces across Canada
remember those who have lost their lives or suffered an injury or illness due to their work.
The Day of Mourning is also a day to renew commitment to protecting the health, safety and wellbeing of all workers, especially those who have been personally affected by the pandemic.
This year, we encouraged our workers to pause for a moment of silence at 10:30am, in respect of
physical distancing measures. See below for a photo of Mott workers at Oakridge participating in
the moment of silence.

Mott employees pausing for a moment of silence, Oakridge crew. Photo taken by Darren Flint.
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Construction Month: Leadership Award
B.C.’s construction community honoured four individuals for their leadership and contributions to COVID-19
safety in the industry, closing the fourth Annual Construction and Skilled Trades Month on a high note. The
awards are an annual opportunity for industry to acknowledge its leaders, and this year they provide the
appropriate closing to a month of recognition and appreciation for construction’s role in keeping B.C. operating
safely during the past pandemic year. Mott’s very own, Shayna Helal, was amongst the four British Columbians
recognized for their extraordinary safety leadership during pandemic.
Winner’s Name: Shayna Helal
Organization: Mott Electric
Nominated by: Ellisha Mott, Mott Electric
Shayna was promoted to Chief Safety Officer at Mott
Electric after only a short time as a Safety Project
Coordinator, and she stepped up to manage the
extraordinary challenges of COVID-19 with “integrity,
emotional intelligence, and impeccable safety
education, implementation and management”. Her
nominator, Mott VP Ellisha Mott, praised Shayna for
her work in overseeing the implementation of
protocols that were changing almost daily, keeping
Mott’s large high residential and industrial projects
open during the entire lockdown and pandemic
experience. Shayna supported the entire field staff,
led the unique challenge of creating safe office
reopening plans, and proactively submitted their
plan to WorkSafeBC prior to formal guidance being
published. “WorkSafeBC said it was one of the most
progressive and thorough plans they had seen”
according to Mott, enabling the company to keep 80
people working in three office locations full-time.

Shayna Helal (r) with Ellisha Mott (l)

“We had no options but to get this right, and without Shayna it would have been nearly insurmountable.” Thanks to Shayna’s
efforts, Mott was able to keep building across all its five divisions, including wireless and fiber optics infrastructure, tenant
improvements, and major commercial, residential, industrial, and institutional projects.
The awards are sponsored by BCCA and LNG Canada as the Platinum sponsors of Construction Month 2021.
Visit https://www.constructionmonth.ca/2021Awards/ for more information. The Month celebrates the many contributions
B.C.’s construction industry makes across our province, in every community, every day. It also highlights construction’s status as
No. 1 employer in B.C.’s goods sector, and this year especially, the important role that construction played in keeping our
economy going throughout the pandemic.

QUESTIONS ?
Have questions, comments or concerns ?
CONTACT THE H&S DEPARTMENT
Shayna : 604-209-2377

Devon : 778-231-0170
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Lunchbox Challenge
The British Columbia Construction
Association announced the second
annual #lunchboxchallenge as part of its
Construction and Skilled Trades Month
in April. Organizers offered 100 grants
totaling $37,500 to encourage
construction employers to treat their
crews to a free lunch from a local
restaurant.

Mott Electric was happy to accept the Lunchbox Challenge to
acknowledge its work force and support local community
businesses and restaurants that have been impacted by
current global challenges. See photo below for the Butterfly
crew rocking their construction month t-shirts !
Visit https://constructionmonth.ca/photo-highlights-2021/
for more information.

The Butterfly crew.

